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1.1 Executive Summary 7

In summary, the EF supports a fast start for construction of an e+e� Higgs factory (linear or
circular), and a significant R&D program for multi-TeV colliders (hadron and muon). The
realization of a Higgs factory will require an immediate, vigorous and targeted detector R&D
program, while the study towards multi-TeV colliders will need significant and long-term
investments in a broad spectrum of R&D programs for accelerators and detectors. These
projects have the potential to be transformative as they will push the boundaries of our knowledge by
testing the limits of the SM, and indirectly or directly discovering new physics beyond the SM.

The US EF community has also expressed renewed interest and ambition to bring back
energy-frontier collider physics to the US soil while maintaining its international collaborative
partnerships and obligations.

The EF community proposes several parallel investigations over a time period of ten years or more for
pursuing its most prominent scientific goals, namely 1) supporting the full (3 - 4.5 ab�1) HL-LHC physics
program, 2) proceeding with a Higgs factory, and 3) planning for multi-TeV colliders at the energy frontier.

The proposed plans in five year periods starting 2025 are given below.

For the five year period starting in 2025:

1. Prioritize the HL-LHC physics program, including auxiliary experiments,

2. Establish a targeted e+e� Higgs factory detector R&D program,

3. Develop an initial design for a first stage TeV-scale Muon Collider in the US,

4. Support critical detector R&D towards EF multi-TeV colliders.

For the five year period starting in 2030:

1. Continue strong support for the HL-LHC physics program,

2. Support construction of an e+e� Higgs factory,

3. Demonstrate principal risk mitigation for a first stage TeV-scale Muon Collider.

Plan after 2035:

1. Continuing support of the HL-LHC physics program to the conclusion of archival measurements,

2. Support completing construction and establishing the physics program of the Higgs factory,

3. Demonstrate readiness to construct a first-stage TeV-scale Muon Collider,

4. Ramp up funding support for detector R&D for energy frontier multi-TeV colliders.

The EF community recognizes that its success critically depends on the resources obtained by the Accelerator
Frontier (AF), as there is a direct linkage between the EF vision and advances in accelerator R&D. The EF
community strongly supports the AF in its proposal to establish an e+e� Higgs factory program, and start
R&D for energy frontier multi-TeV colliders with appropriate funding [4]. Moreover, the visibly strong
interdependence between the EF and the Theory Frontier is key to the success of both frontiers, and EF
supports a strong and well funded theory program [5]. Contributions from Instrumentation Frontier [6]
and the Computational Frontiers [7] are key to the realization of the vision of the EF. In addition, the
collaboration with the Community Engagement Frontier [8] as well as the cross-fertilization with other
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 

Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 

underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 

BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 

the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 

was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 

important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 

of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 

gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 

the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 

London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 

could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 

short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 

Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 

fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 

that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 

and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 

pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 

symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 

symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 

came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 

the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 

vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 =

√
  (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 −
𝜆
6
  (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 

is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 

as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  
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Why focusing on Higgs?

Sure, the math is simple. 
It does not give us clues for a deeper understanding.

Different from other SM particles: 
gauge boson (gauge symmetry), fermion (chiral symmetry)

Yet, Higgs is confusing.



Why focusing on Higgs?

Sure, the math is simple. 
It does not give us clues for a deeper understanding.

Different from other SM particles: 
gauge boson (gauge symmetry), fermion (chiral symmetry)

Yet, Higgs is confusing.

Is it elementary (like electron) or composite (like proton or pion)?

Is the Higgs the only spin-0 particle, or there are similar ones?

Maybe not as simple as it seems?



What sets the masses?
Spin-0

Higgs mechanism sets the masses of the SM particles



What sets the masses?
Spin-0

Higgs mechanism sets the masses of the SM particles

However, we can’t explain how this mass scale is set. 
Why is it around 100 GeV?
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Electroweak Phase Transition. How does the background Higgs field move 
from zero in the early universe to its nonzero value today?
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The dark world

Flavor puzzle


Inflation, age of 
universe, …

Higgs and everything else
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The dark world

Flavor puzzle


Inflation, age of 
universe, …

Higgs and everything else

Higgs is likely to play a role in many of these, but how?
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Figure 1-6. Left, ATLAS best-fit values and uncertainties for Higgs-boson coupling modifiers per particle
type with e↵ective photon and gluon couplings, the branching fraction to invisible (Bi), and undetected
decays (Bu) included as free parameters, and the measurement of the Higgs-boson decay rate to invisible
final states included in the combination [21]. Right, CMS summary of the Higgs-boson couplings modifier
best fit. The thick (thin) black lines report the 1� (2�) confidence intervals [22].

at per-mille level accuracy by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [19, 20]. The Higgs self-coupling is accessible
through Higgs-boson pair production (hh) and inferred from radiative corrections to single-Higgs production
measurements. Measuring this coupling is essential to shed light on the structure of the Higgs potential,
whose exact shape can have deep theoretical consequences.

The maximum value of the acceptance for the gg ! hh process is obtained for � ⇠ 2, where the cross section
is at a minimum. Here � refers to the ratio of the measured value to the predicted SM value of the Higgs
self coupling and must be unity if the SM is a complete theory. Measuring � 6= 1 would unambiguously
imply that there is some new physics beyond the SM. The corresponding intervals where � is observed
(expected) to be constrained at 95% CL are listed in Table 1-3 for the main channels.

The planned HL-LHC, starting in 20291 will extend the LHC dataset by a factor of O(10), and produce about
170 million Higgs bosons and 120 thousand Higgs-boson pairs. This would allow an increase in the precision
for most of the Higgs-boson couplings measurements. The HL-LHC will dramatically expand the physics
reach for Higgs physics. Current projections are based on Run 2 results and some basic assumptions that
some of the systematic uncertainties will scale with luminosity and that improved reconstruction and analysis
techniques will be able to mitigate pileup e↵ects. The studies also assume that the theory uncertainty is
reduced by a factor of 2 relative to current values. Studies based on the 3000 fb�1 HL-LHC dataset estimate
that we could achieve O(2 � 4%) precision on the couplings to W , Z, and third generation fermions. But
the couplings to u, d, and s quarks will still not be accessible at the LHC directly, while the charm-quark
Yukawa is projected to be directly constrained to c < 1.75 at the 95% CL [30]. The Higgs-boson self
coupling is a prime target of the HL-LHC and current rough projections claim the trilinear self-coupling will

1This refers to the updated schedule presented in January 2022 [29]
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Fig. 28: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1� uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalised to the SM predictions for ATLAS
(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic
uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due
to theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1� uncertain-
ties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalised to
the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the
total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are
indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively. In addition, the numerical values are also reported.

bined ATLAS-CMS extrapolation range from 2 � 4%, with the exception of that on Bµµ at 8% and
on BZ� at 19%. The numerical values in both S1 and S2 for ATLAS and CMS are given in Table 37
where the the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components is provided. In projections of both
experiments, the S1 uncertainties are up to a factor of 1.5 larger than those in S2, reflecting the larger
systematic component. The systematic uncertainties generally dominate in both S1 and S2. In S2 the
signal theory uncertainty is the largest, or joint-largest, component for all parameters except BRµµ and
BZ� , which remain limited by statistics due to the small branching fractions.

The correlations range up to 40%, and are largest between modes where the sensitivity is domi-
nated by gluon-fusion production. This reflects the impact of the theory uncertainties affecting the SM
prediction of the gluon-fusion production rate.

2.7 Kappa interpretation of the combined Higgs boson measurement projections23

2.7.1 Interpretations and results for HL-LHC
In this section combination results are given for a parametrisation based on the coupling modifier, or
-framework [42]. A set of coupling modifiers, ~, is introduced to parametrise potential deviations from
the SM predictions of the Higgs boson couplings to SM bosons and fermions. For a given production
process or decay mode j, a coupling modifier j is defined such that,

2
j = �j/�SM

j or 2
j = �

j/�
j
SM. (6)

23 Contacts: R. Di Nardo, A. Gilbert, H. Yang, N. Berger, D. Du, M. Dührssen, A. Gilbert, R. Gugel, L. Ma B. Murray, P.
Milenovic
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Higgs couplings. Presently, known to about 10% 1- a few %

Eventually at the 
LHC

Other electroweak couplings known to much better precision . !(10−3)

Higgs coupling other SM particles:



What do we know?

Figure 2: Higgs potential. Potential energy density V (�) associated with the Higgs field �, as
a function of the value of �. The red curve shows the potential within the Standard Model. The
Higgs field has a value corresponding to a minimum of the potential and the region highlighted
in black represents our current experimental knowledge of the potential. Alternative potentials
that di↵er substantially from the Standard Model away from that minimum (e.g. the blue curve)
would be equally consistent with current data.

Remarkably, interactions with the Higgs field also provided a consistent theoretical mechanism
for producing fermion masses: each fermion interacts with the Higgs field with a di↵erent strength
(or “coupling”), and the stronger the interaction, the larger the resulting mass for the particle.
Within the Standard Model the interaction is known as a “Yukawa” interaction [14]. Thus any
question about the origin of the masses of fermions reduces to a question about the origin of the
fermions’ interactions with the Higgs field.

Why is the Higgs field non-zero in the first place? According to the Standard Model there is
a potential energy density associated with the value of the Higgs field and the lowest potential
energy corresponds to a non-zero value of the Higgs field. The Standard Model potential has a form
dictated by internal consistency conditions. With some simplifications, labeling the magnitude of
the Higgs field as �, the potential has the form

V (�) / ��
2 +

1

2
�
4
. (1)

This is illustrated by the red line in Fig. 2. The minimum of the potential, i.e. the energetically
most favourable choice for �, lies at a value of � that is non-zero, � = 1. An important implication
of the Higgs field’s non-zero constant value is the impossibility to carry angular momentum, or
more technically having “spin 0”. A non-zero value for the spin would break at least one of the
well-tested space-time symmetries. Hence, the excitation of the Higgs field, the Higgs boson, must
be a spin-0 particle and is in fact the only known fundamental particle with this property.

One of the reasons for the central importance of the discovery of the Higgs boson was that it
finally made it possible to start testing the remarkable theoretical picture outlined above. It is
not possible to probe the interactions of a given particle with the Higgs field. However, one can
instead measure a particle’s interaction with the excitations of the Higgs field, i.e. with a Higgs
boson. If the Standard Model provides the correct picture for the generation of mass, the strength
of any particle’s interaction with the Higgs boson has to be directly related to that particle’s mass.

Aside from providing a powerful way of testing the Higgs mechanism, the interaction of the
Higgs boson with other particles is intriguing because it implies the existence of a “fifth force”,
mediated by the exchange of Higgs bosons. The fact that such a force is stronger for heavier
particles makes it qualitatively di↵erent from all other interactions in the Standard Model, whose
interaction strengths come in multiples of some basic unit of charge, like the electron charge for

3

Higgs potential? 
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question about the origin of the masses of fermions reduces to a question about the origin of the
fermions’ interactions with the Higgs field.

Why is the Higgs field non-zero in the first place? According to the Standard Model there is
a potential energy density associated with the value of the Higgs field and the lowest potential
energy corresponds to a non-zero value of the Higgs field. The Standard Model potential has a form
dictated by internal consistency conditions. With some simplifications, labeling the magnitude of
the Higgs field as �, the potential has the form

V (�) / ��
2 +

1

2
�
4
. (1)

This is illustrated by the red line in Fig. 2. The minimum of the potential, i.e. the energetically
most favourable choice for �, lies at a value of � that is non-zero, � = 1. An important implication
of the Higgs field’s non-zero constant value is the impossibility to carry angular momentum, or
more technically having “spin 0”. A non-zero value for the spin would break at least one of the
well-tested space-time symmetries. Hence, the excitation of the Higgs field, the Higgs boson, must
be a spin-0 particle and is in fact the only known fundamental particle with this property.

One of the reasons for the central importance of the discovery of the Higgs boson was that it
finally made it possible to start testing the remarkable theoretical picture outlined above. It is
not possible to probe the interactions of a given particle with the Higgs field. However, one can
instead measure a particle’s interaction with the excitations of the Higgs field, i.e. with a Higgs
boson. If the Standard Model provides the correct picture for the generation of mass, the strength
of any particle’s interaction with the Higgs boson has to be directly related to that particle’s mass.

Aside from providing a powerful way of testing the Higgs mechanism, the interaction of the
Higgs boson with other particles is intriguing because it implies the existence of a “fifth force”,
mediated by the exchange of Higgs bosons. The fact that such a force is stronger for heavier
particles makes it qualitatively di↵erent from all other interactions in the Standard Model, whose
interaction strengths come in multiples of some basic unit of charge, like the electron charge for

3

HL-LHC will make some progress. 
But it won’t clarify the picture. 
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 

Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 

underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 

BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 

the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 

was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 

important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 

of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 

gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 

the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 

London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 

could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 

short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 

Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 

fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 

that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 

and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 

pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 

symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 

symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 

came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 

the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 

vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 =

√
  (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 −
𝜆
6
  (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 

is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 

as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  
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ECM ≃ 250 GeV

“Sweet spot”, most Higgs produced

Why  Higgs factory?e+e−

and WW fusion to a Higgs boson (WWH), e+e� ! H⌫e⌫e. The lowest order Feynman
diagrams for these two production mechanisms are displayed in Figure 4 (left) together with
their corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy (right). The predictions
include initial state radiation [33] using the HZHA program [34] and the small interference
term present in the WWH final state diagrams. Given the cross sections and the planned
FCC-ee running scenario, and with two interaction points [35], over a million ZH events
and almost one hundred thousand WWH events will be collected at various center-of-mass
energies. These numbers drive the statistical uncertainties for the following studies.

Our goal for this report is not to lay out the details of all studies possible with these large
data samples, but to pick out the studies that demonstrate the key capabilities of FCC-ee in
terms of Higgs boson physics that have been documented. In the following we will present
the sensitivity for the Higgs cross section, mass, and width, and then summarize the status
of the projected precision on the various coupling constants of the Higgs bosons to bosons
and fermions, including the Higgs boson self-coupling.

Figure 4: Lowest order Feynman diagrams for WW fusion and Higgsstrahlung (left) and
the corresponding cross sections versus the center-of-mass energy per production process
along with their sum (right). The default running scenarios at 240 GeV and 365 GeV are
indicated with dashed lines. Figure from [36].

.

3.1 Production cross Sections, mass, and width

The FCC-ee running scenario at
p

s = 240 GeV was optimized as a tradeo↵ between ZH
production rate and luminosity. A feature unique to lepton colliders is the measurement
of the Higgs boson properties using the recoil system in the ZH production mode. The
well-determined four-momenta of the initial state leptons and the fully reconstructed Z
boson (recoil system) in the final state allow clean recovery of the Higgs boson kinematics
independent of the Higgs boson decay mode. This cannot be accomplished at a hadron

15
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3.3.1 Recoil mass spectrum from leptonic Z decays1

Events with leptonic Z decays are ideal for studying the recoiling mass spectrum of the2

e
+
e
�

! ZX events. Z ! `` decays are easily identifiable and can be precisely measured.3

Figure 9 shows the reconstructed recoil mass spectrum of e
+
e
�

! ZX candidates in the4

Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels. The analyses take into account all major backgrounds and5

are based on full simulation for the ZH signal and fast simulation for backgrounds. The6

width of the reconstructed recoil mass distribution of the e
+
e
�

! ZH signal is dominated7

by the radiation effects and experimental resolutions if the Higgs boson has an intrinsic8

width of 4 MeV as predicted by the SM.9
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Figure 9. Recoil mass spectrum of e
+
e
�

! ZX candidates with the Z boson decaying to a pair
of leptons for an integrated luminosity of 5 ab�1 for Z ! µµ (Left) and Z ! ee (Right).

In a model independent analysis, all the SM processes with at least 2 leptons in its final10

state will become the background. The event selection uses only information from these11

two leptons. The Z ! µµ and Z ! ee channels use different event selection methods. The12

resulting recoil mass spectra are shown in Fig. 9. Both channels have significant high-mass13

tail resulting mainly from initial state radiations. In addition, the Z ! ee channel has14

much stronger bremsstrahlung and FSR radiation, leading to a much wider recoil mass15

distribution.16

The Z ! µµ selection is composed of 2 steps. First, a loose selection on the number17

of leptons and some loose kinematic constraints are applied. Secondly, a multi-variant18

analysis (MVA) discriminant is employed to enhance the separation the signal-background19

separation. The overall signal selection efficiency is approximately 62% (22k signal events20

passing the selection) with a reduction in background by nearly 3 orders of magnitude21

(48k background events surviving). The leading backgrounds after event selection are ZZ,22

WW and Z� (ISR return) events. Using the Z ! µµ channel, the cross section can be23

measured to a relative precision of 0.9%. For the Higgs mass measurement, the beam energy24

spread (0.16% per beam, or equivalently, 350 MeV uncertainty per event) has comparable25

– 14 –

3.2 Event generators, samples and software1

The following software tools have been used to obtain the results reported in this paper.2

GuineaPig [26, 27] is used to study the beam background and its energy spectrum. A full3

set of SM samples, including both the Higgs boson signal and SM backgrounds, has been4

generated with Whizard [25]. In addition, Madgraph [28] and Pythia [29] have been used to5

generate samples for Higgs exotic decay studies (see Sec. 3.5.8). Starting from the standard6

software framework for linear collider studies [30], changes have been made to both the7

simulation (Mokka [31]) and reconstruction (Arbor [32]) software to adapt to the CEPC8

detector geometry.9

All Higgs signal and part of the leading SM background samples have been processed10

with full simulation and reconstruction. The rest of SM backgrounds is simulated with a11

dedicated fast simulation tool, CEPCFS [33], where the detector acceptance, efficiency, in-12

trinsic resolution for different physics objects and identification efficiency are parametrized.13

Samples that were simulated for ILC studies [34] are used as a cross-check.14

The center-of-mass energy of the CEPC Higgs run has not been finalized. While many15

of the studies of the CEPC machine have assumed an operating energy of 240 GeV,
p

s =16

250 GeV is chosen for the physics studies presented in this paper in order to be directly17

comparable to the studies for ILC and TLEP [35, 36].18

3.3 Recoil mass distributions of e
+
e
�

! ZH events19

Unlike hadron colliders, the center of mass energy at an e
+
e
� collider is precisely measurable20

and adjustable. For a Higgsstrahlung event where the Z boson decaying to a visible pair21

of fermions (Z ! ff), the Higgs boson mass MH can be reconstructed as the mass of the22

system (recoil mass Mrecoil) recoiling against the Z boson assuming the event has the total23

energy
p

s and zero momentum:24

M
2
recoil = (

p
s � Eff )2 � p

2
ff

= s � 2Eff

p
s + m

2
ff

(3.1)

where Eff , pff and mff are, respectively, the total energy, momentum and invariant mass25

of the fermion pair. The Mrecoil distribution should exhibit a resonant peak at MH for the26

signal processes e
+
e
�

! ZH and ZZ-fusion, and is expected to be smooth for background27

processes. The width of the resonance is largely determined by the energy and momentum28

resolution of the detector as the Higgs boson physical width is about 4 MeV and
p

s will be29

known better than 1 MeV. Thus the best precision is achieved for the leptonic Z ! `` (` =30

e, µ) decays.31

By fitting the Mrecoil spectrum, the e
+
e
�

! ZH event yield can be extracted inde-32

pendent of the Higgs decay. Thus the e
+
e
�

! ZH production cross section, �ZH , can be33

measured and from this cross section the partial Higgs decay width �(H ! ZZ), or equiva-34

lently the Higgs-Z boson coupling g(HZZ), can be derived in a totally model-independent35

manner. The latter is an essential input to the determination of the total Higgs boson de-36

cay width. Higgs boson decay branching ratios can then measured by studying how Higgs37

bosons decay in the selected e
+
e
�

! ZH candidates. Furthermore, a precise value of MH38

can be determined by fitting the Mrecoil mass spectrum. The recoil mass spectrum has been39

investigated for both leptonic and hadronic Z boson decays as presented below.40
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Fully reconstructed Higgs boson without identifying decaying products

Why  Higgs factory?e+e−

⇒ Great for measuring cross section  e+e− → Zh
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colliders, the width can be determined from the measurements of Higgs boson production1

cross sections and its decay branching ratios. This is because the inclusive e
+
e
�

! ZH2

cross section �(ZH) can be measured from the recoil mass distribution, independent of3

Higgs decays.4

Measurements of �(ZH) and BR’s have been discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 re-5

spectively. Combining these measurements, the Higgs boson width can be calculated in a6

model-independent way:7

�H /
�(H ! ZZ

⇤)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤)
/

�(ZH)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤)
(3.4)

Here �(H ! ZZ
⇤) is the partial width of the H ! ZZ

⇤ decay. Because of the small8

expected BR(H ! ZZ
⇤) value for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (2.3% in the SM), the precision9

of �H is limited by the H ! ZZ
⇤ statistics. It can be improved using the decay final states10

with the expected large BR values, for example the H ! bb decay:11

�H /
�(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
(3.5)

�(H ! bb) can be independently extracted from the cross section of the W fusion process12

e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb:13

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb) / �(H ! WW
⇤) · BR(H ! bb) = �(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW

⇤) (3.6)

Thus the Higgs boson total width14

�H /
�(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
/

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb)

BR(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤)
(3.7)

Here BR(H ! bb) and BR(H ! WW
⇤) are measured from the e

+
e
�

! ZH process. The15

limitation of this method is the small e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb cross section.16

The precision from the method of Eq. 3.4 is 4.4%, dominated by the statistics of17

e
+
e
�

! ZH events with H ! ZZ
⇤. The precision from the method of Eq. 3.7 is 3.3%18

dominated by the statistics of e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H events with H ! bb. This method uses the19

large BR(H ! bb) value to compensate the smaller cross section of the W fusion process20

�(e+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H). A combined result from the above two methods, after taking into account21

the correlations, shows that CEPC is capable of measuring �H with a precision of 2.7%22

with 5 ab�1. The precise knowledge of the Higgs boson total width will lead us to much23

better understandings of Higgs boson properties in a model independent way as discussed24

in Sec. 4.25

3.8 Summary of the Higgs measurements26

Table 12 summarizes the estimated precisions of Higgs property measurements discussed27

in this paper. For the leading Higgs boson decay modes, namely bb, cc, gg, WW , ZZ and28

⌧⌧ , percent level precisions are expected. As it has been discussed in Section 1 this level of29

precision is required to attain sensitivity to many beyond SM physics scenarios.30

– 28 –

Why  Higgs factory?e+e−

A precise total width measurement is possible. 
1. An important Higgs property.  
2. Crucial in interpreting other Higgs measurements.
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Higgs factories (e+e-)

Jianming Qian (University of Michigan) 16 

Proposed e+e- Colliders 

TLEP 

ILC in Japan 

at CERN 

CEPC in China 

There is also CLIC, see the presentation by Frank Simon 

CLIC

Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC)

3

𝒆+𝒆− Higgs (Z) factory
Ring length ~ 100 km

IP 1

IP 2

❑ CEPC is an e+e- Higgs factory producing Higgs / W / Z bosons and top quarks, 
aims at discovering new physics beyond the Standard Model

❑ Proposed in 2012 right after the Higgs discovery

❑ Proposed to commence construction in ~2026 and start operation in 2030s. 

❑ Upgrade: Super pp Collider (SppC) of 𝒔 ~ 100 TeV in the future.

arXiv:1809.00285, arXiv:2203.09451CEPC

11

• Double ring 𝑒+𝑒− collider with a circumference of 91 km

• Two or four experiments
• Asymmetric layout around interaction points to 

limit SR towards detector
• Horizontal crossing angle of 30 mrad and 

crab waist collision scheme

• Minimal changes of the layout between operation modes 
and layout compatible with hadron collider

• Synchrotron radiation power limited to 50 MW/beam at all energies

• Full energy booster in the same tunnel to enable top-up injection 

Overview and design choices
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Main physics output:

Central theme: the electroweak scale
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Performance of the Higgs factories: 

Precision measurements Higgs and beyond



38 Energy Frontier

Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021

EF report

A full suite of measurements
Based on:



The Higgs measurements
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results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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FIG. 26: SMEFT fit to Higgs, electroweak precision and diboson data for future colliders [75].

can be searched for in interactions of the Higgs boson with either fermions or bosons at current and future proposed
facilities. The amount of CP violation is characterized by the quantity,

f
hX
CP ⌘

�CP odd
h!X

�CP odd
h!X + �CP even

h!X

. (2)

The dedicated CP -sensitive measurements of the h provide simple but reliable benchmarks that are compared between
proton, electron-positron, photon, and muon colliders in Table VIII.

Hadron colliders provide essentially the full spectrum of possible measurements sensitive to CP violation in the
h boson interactions accessible in the collider experiments, with the exception of interactions with light fermions,
such as hµµ. The CP structure of the h boson couplings to gluons cannot be easily measured at a lepton collider,
because the decay to two gluons does not allow easy access to gluon polarization. On the other hand, most other
processes could be studied at an e

+
e
� collider, especially with the beam energy above the tt̄h threshold. Future e

+
e
�

colliders are expected to provide comparable CP sensitivity to HL-LHC in hff couplings, such as htt̄ and h⌧⌧ , and
hZZ/hWW couplings.

A muon collider operating at the h boson pole gives access to the CP structure of the hµµ vertex using the
beam polarization. It is not possible to study the CP structure in the decay because the muon polarization is not
accessible. At a muon collider operating both at the h boson pole and at higher energy, analysis of the h boson decays
is also possible. However, this analysis is similar to the studies performed at other facilities and depends critically
on the number of the h bosons produced and their purity. A photon collider operating at the h boson pole allows
measurement of the CP structure of the h�� vertex using the beam polarization. Otherwise, the measurement of CP
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Figure 1-21 displays the result of the global EFT fit for the subset of operators that a↵ect Higgs and
EW observables. Instead of showing the projected constraints on the Wilson coe�cients of the operators
considered, they have been translated into constraints on the e↵ective Higgs and gauge-boson couplings. See
EF04 Topical Group report for more details [16].
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Figure 1-21. Precision reach on Higgs and electroweak e↵ective couplings from an SMEFT global analysis
of the Higgs and EW measurements at various future colliders. The wide (narrow) bars correspond to the
results from the constrained-�H (free-�H) fit. The HL-LHC and LEP/SLD measurements are combined
with all future lepton collider scenarios. For e+e� colliders, the high-energy runs are always combined with
the low energy ones. For the ILC, the (upper edge of the) triangle mark shows the results for which a Giga-Z
run is also included. For the Muon Collider, three separate scenarios are considered. The subscripts in the
collider scenarios denote the corresponding integrated luminosity of the run in ab�1.

Generally, future lepton colliders have the best reach for many of the aforementioned operators. Circular
e+e� colliders have the highest sensitivity to EW operators, due to the large statistical precision of Z-pole
and WW -threshold measurements. All lepton colliders (e+e� and µ+µ�) are comparable in their reach
for Higgs operators, although a multi-TeV Muon Collider cannot constrain exotic Higgs decays in a model-
independent way, and the combination with a run on the s-channel Higgs resonance would be required for
this purpose. Since some of the same operators contribute to Z-pole precision observables, as well as to
HZ, WW , and ZZ pair production cross sections, the operator constraints extracted from the latter can
be improved by performing a combined fit with Z-pole data. This e↵ect is more significant for circular
e+e� colliders than for linear e+e� colliders, since for the latter beam polarization helps to disentangle the
contributions of di↵erent operators in HZ/WW/ZZ pair production processes.
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Fig. 3.10: Sensitivity at 68% probability on the Higgs self-coupling parameter k3 at the various
future colliders. All the numbers reported correspond to a simplified combination of the consid-
ered collider with HL-LHC, which is approximated by a 50% constraint on k3. For each future
collider, the result from the single-H from a global fit, and double-H are shown separately. For
FCC-ee and CEPC, double-H production is not available due to the too low

p
s value. FCC-ee

is also shown with 4 experiments (IPs) as discussed in Ref. [75] although this option is not part
of the baseline proposal. LE-FCC corresponds to a pp collider at

p
s = 37.5 TeV.

be achieved based on the developments in the field in the last years, for both e+e� and pp
colliders. Figure 3.2 has already shown that the dominant uncertainties in most Higgs couplings
at the HL-LHC are theoretical, even after assuming a factor of two improvement with respect to
the current state of the art. Higgs couplings will be approaching the percent level at HL-LHC.
At the e+e� Higgs factories detailed measurements of the electroweak Higgs production cross
sections and (independently) of the decay branching ratios will be performed. Higgs couplings
will be probed at approaching the per mille level. At e+e� colliders, a campaign of electroweak
measurements at the Z-pole and at the WW threshold is foreseen. The increase in the number of
Z and WW events with respect to LEP/SLD, as shown in Fig. 3.5, indicates that statistical errors
will decrease by as much as two orders of magnitude at the future machines. As a consequence
of this increased statistical precision, the requirements on the theoretical errors for EWPO [78]
are even more stringent than for precision Higgs physics.

To interpret these precise results significant theoretical improvements in several directions
are required. The first is the increase of the accuracy of fixed order computations of inclusive
quantities, e.g. from next-to-leading-order (NLO) to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) and
beyond. This reduces the so-called intrinsic uncertainties, i.e. those corresponding to the left-
over unknown higher order terms in the perturbative expansion. Another important element is
the accuracy in the logarithmic resummations that are needed to account for effects of multiple
gluon or photon radiation in a large class of observables. In this case, different techniques and
results are available, some numerical and some analytic, of different accuracy (from next-to-
leading log (NLL) to next-to-next-to-leading log (NNLL) and beyond) and applicability. Im-
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2/ab-250 +4/ab-500 5/ab-250 +1.5/ab-350
coupling pol. pol. unpol. unpol.

hZZ 0.50 0.35 0.41 0.34
hWW 0.50 0.35 0.42 0.35
hbb̄ 0.99 0.59 0.72 0.62
h⌧⌧ 1.1 0.75 0.81 0.71
hgg 1.6 0.96 1.1 0.96
hcc̄ 1.8 1.2 1.2 1.1
h�� 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0
h�Z 9.1 6.6 9.5 8.1
hµµ 4.0 3.8 3.8 3.7
htt - 6.3 - -
hhh - 20 - -
�tot 2.3 1.6 1.6 1.4
�inv 0.36 0.32 0.34 0.30

�other 1.6 1.2 1.1 0.94

TABLE VII: Projected uncertainties in the Higgs boson couplings computed within the SMEFT framework and including
projected improvements in precision electroweak measurements, as described in the ILC reports and the FCC-ee CDR [51, 70,
71].

1. Top Yukawa

Many models of BSM physics have large e↵ects on the top quark Yukawa. The gluon fusion rate at the HL-LHC
measures a combination of the top quark Yukawa and an e↵ective ggh coupling, while the tt̄h and th channels provide
a theoretically cleaner determination of the top quark Yukawa. The full program of future e

+
e
� colliders can reduce

the uncertainty on the top quark Yukawa coupling from that of the HL-LHC, and the uncertainty decreases rapidly
as the energy of the e

+
e
� collider is increased, as seen in Figure 21[72], which is an important motivation for higher

energy lepton colliders.
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FIG. 21: Uncertainty on the top quark Yukawa measurement at an e
+
e
� collider as a function of collider energy, showing the

improvement at higher center of mass energy[72].

2. Charm Yukawa

There has been significant progress in the understanding of the sensitivity of the HL-LHC to the charm quark
Yukawa. CMS and ATLAS have studied the charm quark Yukawa using the associated Wh and Zh channels, with an
expected limit, | c |< 3.4 at 95% CL based on the full Run 2 dataset. The CMS constraint is a factor of 4 better than
the ATLAS result, which is attributed the the use of multi-variate techniques and the inclusion of a boosted analysis
using substructure techniques. A combined fit to b � c results in a projected constraint of | b/c |< 2.6 at 95%
CL at the HL-LHC. The HL-LHC projections for a 2-parameter fit to c and b from V h production are shown in
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Two excellent options!
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Higgs factories!

CircularLinear

Great performances for Higgs measurements.

Different in additional physics program and prospects 



What can we learn from 
these measurements

A sampler of some interesting cases (very brief)



Is the Higgs composite?

HIGGS BOSON AND ELECTROWEAK SYMMETRY BREAKING 15

(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: (a) LHC and CEPC precision Higgs constraints in the m
t̃1

� m
t̃2

plane from Higgs cou-
plings to gluons and photons. Here tan � = 1 and the mixing parameter Xt is allowed to vary over all
values consistent with the physical stop masses; the excluded area is that for which no allowed value of
Xt is consistent with Higgs coupling measurements. Larger values of tan � lead to qualitatively sim-
ilar coverage. (b) Coverage of blind spots including precision measurement of the ZH cross section.
Figures adapted from [27].
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Figure 2.5: Potential coverage of composite-type global symmetry models in terms of resonance mass
m⇢ and coupling parameter g⇢L (a) or mixing parameter ⇠ ⌘ v

2
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2 (b) via direct searches at the LHC
(blue and green shaded regions) and precision Higgs measurement constraints (red lines).

GLOBAL SYMMETRY

Global symmetry approaches to the weak scale cover a vast array of specific models and
UV completions, but share the common features of an approximately elementary Standard
Model-like Higgs boson mixing with heavier resonances and further influenced by the
presence of light fermionic excitations.
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If so, will be other composite resonances
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GLOBAL SYMMETRY

Global symmetry approaches to the weak scale cover a vast array of specific models and
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Model-like Higgs boson mixing with heavier resonances and further influenced by the
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Is the Higgs boson alone?
Maybe Higgs boson has some 
partners?

Simplest example:  
Higgs coupling to one other spin-0 
boson

Will change Higgs behavior by interacting 
with it. 

33

FIG. 34: This figure is from [88] Figure 8.11, where the LHS shows the direct and indirect sensitivity to a singlet which mixes
with the SM Higgs, while the RHS shows the limit of no-mixing, but overlaid with regions of parameter space where a strong
first-order phase transition is allowed.

quite a bit of attention and serve as useful benchmarks for the study of Higgs physics for future colliders.
There are many more states in a 2HDM after going to the mass basis, since there is an entirely new doublet, e.g. the

familiar five mass eigenstates: the observed 125 GeV CP-even neutral scalar h, an additional CP-even neutral scalar
H, one CP-odd Higgs boson A, and a pair of charged Higgs bosons H±. Therefore even scanning the phenomenology
is quite a bit more complicated than in singlet models, and can often seem daunting. However, at its core it is
important to remember that a 2HDM is just a second copy of our SM Higgs. Therefore, the Lagrangian terms one can
write down for the second Higgs with the SM fermions and gauge bosons are identical in structure. While the gauge
symmetry of the SM dictates that the kinetic/gauge interaction terms for “our” Higgs are identical, di↵erences arise
due to the fact that the Higgs potential can be more complicated (as it is a function of both Higgs doublets), and the
Yukawa interaction strengths are not fixed by symmetry. The latter is potentially quite dangerous, as the successful
GIM mechanism of the SM could be ruined and new flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) interactions could be
introduced in generic 2HDM models. An idea put forth by Glashow and Weinberg, “natural flavor conservation”
(NFC) was constructed to avoid FCNCs generically, and is often taken as the organizing symmetry principle of
2HDMs [103]. This imposes a discrete symmetry on the 2HDM which results in the second Higgs doublets Yukawa
couplings being proportional to the first. Imposition of this symmetry results in the standard 4 types of 2HDM
models that are often mistaken as the only 2HDM model possibilities(Types I-IV or Types I-II, Type L, and Type
F depending on the naming scheme). In fact, this was amusingly pointed out by Georgi as a fallacy by others of
confusing su�cient with necessary [104] due to the impressive nature of Glashow and Weinberg who originally wrote
down the symmetry condition for NFC. Nevertheless, given the constraints on flavor one has to address this specifically
outside the standard 4 types of NFC 2HDM models, as there is particularly novel phenomenology at future colliders
that we will discussion in Section V B 1. Another aspect that we address in Section VB 1 is the organization of CP
violation that can be present in 2HDMs.

Restricting ourselves to the standard types of 2HDM models still allows for an enormous range of phenomenology.
The complications outside the Yukawa sector arise because the potential for the 2HDM, V (H1, H2), can allow for both
Higgses to acquire VEVs and quartic terms involving both Higgs doublets in the potential allow for mixing between
the 2 Higgs doublets. Given the ubiquitous nature of NFC 2HDMs, the standard parametrization of the physics is
done in terms of a ratio of the VEVs of the 2HDM states, tan �, and a mixing angle cos(� � ↵) as well as the masses
of the various eigenstates. Another way to think of a 2HDM is in the so-called Higgs basis [105, 106], where one
chooses a basis such that the VEV occurs only for the first doublet, H1. The second doublet H2 just has its own set
of the usual interactions with the SM, but does not modify the SM Higgs properties at tree level unless there is a
non-trivial mixing, i.e. cos(� � ↵) 6= 0. In NFC 2HDM models, tan � in the Higgs basis is still useful to parameterize
the e↵ects of the 2HDM in the Yukawa sector and allows for a connection to studies that don’t use the Higgs basis. In

the Yukawa sector, which distinguishes the four types of 2HDM, we write separate Yukawas �
(1)
f and �

(2)
f as follows,

where 1 refers to the SM Higgs,

�
(1)
f =

p
2

v
mf , �

(2)
f =

⌘f

tan �
�
(1)
f , (6)

HL-LHC

Higgs factories



How does Higgs drive 
electroweak phase transition?

7	

Electroweak Phase Transition. How does the background Higgs field move 
from zero in the early universe to its nonzero value today?
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How does Higgs evolve in the early universe?



Figure 2: Higgs potential. Potential energy density V (�) associated with the Higgs field �, as
a function of the value of �. The red curve shows the potential within the Standard Model. The
Higgs field has a value corresponding to a minimum of the potential and the region highlighted
in black represents our current experimental knowledge of the potential. Alternative potentials
that di↵er substantially from the Standard Model away from that minimum (e.g. the blue curve)
would be equally consistent with current data.

Remarkably, interactions with the Higgs field also provided a consistent theoretical mechanism
for producing fermion masses: each fermion interacts with the Higgs field with a di↵erent strength
(or “coupling”), and the stronger the interaction, the larger the resulting mass for the particle.
Within the Standard Model the interaction is known as a “Yukawa” interaction [14]. Thus any
question about the origin of the masses of fermions reduces to a question about the origin of the
fermions’ interactions with the Higgs field.

Why is the Higgs field non-zero in the first place? According to the Standard Model there is
a potential energy density associated with the value of the Higgs field and the lowest potential
energy corresponds to a non-zero value of the Higgs field. The Standard Model potential has a form
dictated by internal consistency conditions. With some simplifications, labeling the magnitude of
the Higgs field as �, the potential has the form

V (�) / ��
2 +

1

2
�
4
. (1)

This is illustrated by the red line in Fig. 2. The minimum of the potential, i.e. the energetically
most favourable choice for �, lies at a value of � that is non-zero, � = 1. An important implication
of the Higgs field’s non-zero constant value is the impossibility to carry angular momentum, or
more technically having “spin 0”. A non-zero value for the spin would break at least one of the
well-tested space-time symmetries. Hence, the excitation of the Higgs field, the Higgs boson, must
be a spin-0 particle and is in fact the only known fundamental particle with this property.

One of the reasons for the central importance of the discovery of the Higgs boson was that it
finally made it possible to start testing the remarkable theoretical picture outlined above. It is
not possible to probe the interactions of a given particle with the Higgs field. However, one can
instead measure a particle’s interaction with the excitations of the Higgs field, i.e. with a Higgs
boson. If the Standard Model provides the correct picture for the generation of mass, the strength
of any particle’s interaction with the Higgs boson has to be directly related to that particle’s mass.

Aside from providing a powerful way of testing the Higgs mechanism, the interaction of the
Higgs boson with other particles is intriguing because it implies the existence of a “fifth force”,
mediated by the exchange of Higgs bosons. The fact that such a force is stronger for heavier
particles makes it qualitatively di↵erent from all other interactions in the Standard Model, whose
interaction strengths come in multiples of some basic unit of charge, like the electron charge for

3

Need to go beyond this
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1. Self-coupling
2. New physics in the alternative scenario 
often induce changes in other Higgs 
coupling, such as hZ

H

H

H Z, W

Z, W
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Other physics opportunities
Significantly enriches the physics program. 



New physics searches at 
lepton colliders

Precision measurement, virtual corrections to SM 
couplings of h, Z, W… (discussed above)


Direct production, reach scales with 


New physics is light with very weak coupling. 


Rare decays of H (clean), Z (large statistics). 

ECM
More examples in 

P. Meade’s talk



Higgs to dark sector?
Standard 

Model
Dark  

Sector

h

Decay back to SM

….

LLP

LLP

Long lived particles

“Higgs portal”



Higgs exotic decay

Complementary to hadron collider searches

Can probe interesting physics cases:  
Hidden naturalness, dark matter, EW phase transition, …



Rare Z decay at Tera-Z

Probing exotic decay up to BR  ∼ 10−11
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Figure 16. The sensitivity reach for BR for various exotic Z decay topologies at the future Z-factory (Giga
Z and Tera Z) and the HL-LHC at 13 TeV with L = 3 ab�1. The BR sensitivity generally depends on
model parameter, for example mediator mass and dark matter mass. The dark color region with solid line
as boundary indicates the worst reach for the topology, while the lighter region with dashed line indicates
the best reach. For HL-LHC, we add the light shaded region for the topology 2A, 2C , 3A and 3B to indicate
the e↵ect of an invariant mass window cut for diphoton and dilepton. For the topology 6A, the HL-LHC
limit is obtained by rescaling the ATLAS study at 8 TeV LHC [122] with L = 20 fb�1.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have presented a comprehensive study on exotic Z decay at future Z-factories, with emphasis
on its prospects to exploring dark sector models. There are many dark sector models can give rise
to exotic Z decay modes, many of which contain missing energy in the final states. A Z-factory
provides a clean environment for decay modes which can be overwhelmed by large background at
hadron colliders. Another advantage of searching for such exotic Z decay at future e+e� colliders
is the ability of reconstructing the full missing 4-momentum, while we can only reconstruct missing
transverse momentum at hadron colliders. We have demonstrated the capability of exotic Z decay
at future Z-factory to provide the leading constraint in comparison with existing collider limits,
future HL-LHC projections, and current DM searches.

We classify final states of the exotic decays with the number of resonances, and possible topolo-
gies it could have. We make projections on the sensitivity on the branching ratio of exotic Z decay
at future Z-factory. For final states with missing energy, it can provide limits on BR down to
10�6

� 10�8.5 for Giga Z and 10�7.5
� 10�11 for Tera Z. The sensitivities on BR for di↵erent final

states are roughly ordered from high to low as /E`+`� ⇠ /E��, /EJJ and /E�, due to the size of the
SM backgrounds for each mode. In the same final states, it is quite clear the SM backgrounds for
signal with more resonances can be better suppressed. In addition to the final states with missing
energy, we also selectively studied the fully visible final states (JJ)(JJ) and (��)�, where the first
one contains two resonances and the second one contains one resonance. It is interesting to look
for purely hadronic final states at future Z-factories, because it has much less QCD background in
comparison with hadron collider. We found it can provide limits on BR down to 10�5

� 10�6.5 for

Sensitive to a variety of dark photon, dark scalar models. 



Axion Like Particles (ALP)

luminosity expected at the Z pole in circular e
+
e
� colliders. In the more near term, the

best collider limits on ALPs coupling to photons over the range ma ⇡ 0.1 � 100 GeV
will be set by exploiting photon-photon collisions in ultraperipheral interactions of heavy-
ions during the HL-LHC phase [253, 254].2 By searching for a diphoton resonance above
the light-by-light continuum, ALP-photon couplings as low as ga�� ⇡ 10�2 GeV�5 can
be probed over this broad ma range. Importantly, the DUNE near detector can provide
complementary sensitivity to the collider probes acting as an improvement over the existing
SLAC137 constraints, with the gaseous Argon technology providing leading sensitivity for
ma . 1 GeV [259].

Figure 13: The axion-like particle (ALP) coupling in the diphoton channel ga�� versus 95%
CL mass reach is shown for multiple colliders [2, 249], including Snowmass studies on the
muon collider [240,252] (orange) at

p
s = 3 TeV (dashed) and 10 TeV (solid) as well as from

the DUNE near detector [259] with liquid Argon technology (dark red) and gaseous Argon
technology (dark yellow).

It is worth noting that the ALP is typically expected to have non-suppressed coupling
to gluons, in particular in its connection to the Strong CP puzzle of QCD [260,261]. Having
gluonic couplings changes the considerations for the search channels and the performance
at different facilities appreciably (see recent phenomenological studies [262–265]).

2
There are other interesting physics considerations for ultraperipheral interactions of heavy-ions, e.g.,

Refs. [255–258].
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Heavy neutral lepton

Figure 16: Constraints and future sensitivities for HNLs with mass M and mixing U
2
µ

with muon neutrinos (summed over three HNL flavours). Medium gray: Constraints on the
mixing of HNLs from past experiments [279–289]. Colourful lines: Estimated sensitivities of
the main HL-LHC detectors (adapted from [290–292]) and NA62 [293], with the sensitivities
of selected planned or proposed experiments (DUNE [294], FASER2 [295], SHiP [296, 297],
MATHUSLA [298], CODEX-b [299], cf. [263] for a more complete list) as well as selected
proposed future colliders (FCC-ee or CEPC [271,300,301], FCC-hh [292,302], ILC [270,303]
LHeC and FCC-he [304], and muon colliders [305,306], with DV indicating displaced vertex
searches). Green band: Indicative lower bound on the total HNL mixing U

2
e +U

2
µ +U

2
⌧ from

the requirement to explain the light neutrino oscillation data [307] when varying the lightest
neutrino mass and marginalizing over light neutrino mass orderings. The matter-antimatter
asymmetry of the universe [308] can be explained via low scale leptogenesis [272–274] along
with the light neutrino masses in most of the white region above this band [276]. Light gray:
Lower bound on U

2
µ from BBN [309,310]. Plot adapted from [268].
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B, charm, hadron, τ at tera-Z

Great place to probe rare flavor processes! 



Other Higgs factories

Muon Collider at 125 GeV. Good for Higgs-muon 
coupling measurement. 


High energy pp collider and muon collider are also 
good Higgs factories. P. Meade’s talk



Summary
Higgs boson is there. It is important, and yet mysterious. 

Need a better picture to understand it! 

Higgs factory reaches beyond the LHC. And complementary to 
LHC searches. 



Summary
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Need a better picture to understand it! 

Higgs factory reaches beyond the LHC. And complementary to 
LHC searches. 

This is the clearest and most concrete argument for 
making progress, based on what we actually know. 



With all these excellent options
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Proposed e+e- Colliders 

TLEP 

ILC in Japan 

at CERN 

CEPC in China 

There is also CLIC, see the presentation by Frank Simon 

CLIC

Circular Electron Positron Collider (CEPC)

3

𝒆+𝒆− Higgs (Z) factory
Ring length ~ 100 km

IP 1

IP 2

❑ CEPC is an e+e- Higgs factory producing Higgs / W / Z bosons and top quarks, 
aims at discovering new physics beyond the Standard Model

❑ Proposed in 2012 right after the Higgs discovery

❑ Proposed to commence construction in ~2026 and start operation in 2030s. 

❑ Upgrade: Super pp Collider (SppC) of 𝒔 ~ 100 TeV in the future.

arXiv:1809.00285, arXiv:2203.09451CEPC

11

• Double ring 𝑒+𝑒− collider with a circumference of 91 km

• Two or four experiments
• Asymmetric layout around interaction points to 

limit SR towards detector
• Horizontal crossing angle of 30 mrad and 

crab waist collision scheme

• Minimal changes of the layout between operation modes 
and layout compatible with hadron collider

• Synchrotron radiation power limited to 50 MW/beam at all energies

• Full energy booster in the same tunnel to enable top-up injection 

Overview and design choices
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1.1 Executive Summary 7

In summary, the EF supports a fast start for construction of an e+e� Higgs factory (linear or
circular), and a significant R&D program for multi-TeV colliders (hadron and muon). The
realization of a Higgs factory will require an immediate, vigorous and targeted detector R&D
program, while the study towards multi-TeV colliders will need significant and long-term
investments in a broad spectrum of R&D programs for accelerators and detectors. These
projects have the potential to be transformative as they will push the boundaries of our knowledge by
testing the limits of the SM, and indirectly or directly discovering new physics beyond the SM.

The US EF community has also expressed renewed interest and ambition to bring back
energy-frontier collider physics to the US soil while maintaining its international collaborative
partnerships and obligations.

The EF community proposes several parallel investigations over a time period of ten years or more for
pursuing its most prominent scientific goals, namely 1) supporting the full (3 - 4.5 ab�1) HL-LHC physics
program, 2) proceeding with a Higgs factory, and 3) planning for multi-TeV colliders at the energy frontier.

The proposed plans in five year periods starting 2025 are given below.

For the five year period starting in 2025:

1. Prioritize the HL-LHC physics program, including auxiliary experiments,

2. Establish a targeted e+e� Higgs factory detector R&D program,

3. Develop an initial design for a first stage TeV-scale Muon Collider in the US,

4. Support critical detector R&D towards EF multi-TeV colliders.

For the five year period starting in 2030:

1. Continue strong support for the HL-LHC physics program,

2. Support construction of an e+e� Higgs factory,

3. Demonstrate principal risk mitigation for a first stage TeV-scale Muon Collider.

Plan after 2035:

1. Continuing support of the HL-LHC physics program to the conclusion of archival measurements,

2. Support completing construction and establishing the physics program of the Higgs factory,

3. Demonstrate readiness to construct a first-stage TeV-scale Muon Collider,

4. Ramp up funding support for detector R&D for energy frontier multi-TeV colliders.

The EF community recognizes that its success critically depends on the resources obtained by the Accelerator
Frontier (AF), as there is a direct linkage between the EF vision and advances in accelerator R&D. The EF
community strongly supports the AF in its proposal to establish an e+e� Higgs factory program, and start
R&D for energy frontier multi-TeV colliders with appropriate funding [4]. Moreover, the visibly strong
interdependence between the EF and the Theory Frontier is key to the success of both frontiers, and EF
supports a strong and well funded theory program [5]. Contributions from Instrumentation Frontier [6]
and the Computational Frontiers [7] are key to the realization of the vision of the EF. In addition, the
collaboration with the Community Engagement Frontier [8] as well as the cross-fertilization with other

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021

We should do it ASAP!

2014 P5:  Higgs as a new tool for discovery 
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Proposals emerging  from Snowmass����� for a US based collider

CCC

  Muon Collider

2020 207020402030 2050 2060

Proton collider
Electron  collider
Muon  collider

2080 2090
UB

Preparation / R&D

 U
SA

CCC: 250 GeV 
2 ab-1

550 GeV
4 ab-18 km tunnel 

2 TeV
≈ 4 ab-15 years

muC:Stage1
3 TeV 

OR 4km+6km km ring 

Stage2
10 TeV; 
≈ 10 ab-1

13 years

RF upgrade

10km & 16.5 km tunnels

4km & reuse Tevatron ring
Note: Possibility of 
125 GeV or 1 TeV at Stage 1

2045 start physics

2040 start physics

Construction/Transformation

Original timeline from ESG 
Updated during Snowmass 2021 

(see EF Report)

Renewed interest in lepton colliders:
need supporting R&D in near future
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FIG. 24. Comparison of the constraints expected from a combination of HL-LHC and lepton collider data on
Wilson coe�cients for EFT operators relevant to top-quark couplings. The solid bars provide the individual
limits of the single-parameter fit and the shaded ones the marginalised limits of the global fit.

1. Observables in tt̄ production

The projections for the HL-LHC fit shown in Figure 24 are based on an extrapolation from current
(Run 2) measurements. The measurements that form the basis for the HL-LHC projection are listed
in Table VIII. This includes the production processes discussed in more detail in Sections IVB,
IV C, IV D and IV E.

For the top-quark pair production process, statistics is abundant and measurements in the bulk
already reach a precision of a few %.

Experimental uncertainties on the inclusive cross-section as well as many di↵erential distributions
are expected to be reduced to approximately 1% at the HL-LHC [245, 503], see Section IV C.
Currently, theory uncertainties of the N2LO calculation are at the level of 3–4% for the inclusive
cross section [36]. These might be reduced to roughly half with the calculation of the N3LO
corrections (see Section IV A) and the improvement of the proton PDFs (see Section IID 5 and
Ref. [10]). Even in that case, theory uncertainties are likely to remain the limiting factor.

The tt̄ charge asymmetry is a subtle e↵ect at the LHC, but it brings important information to EFT
fits [504]. As a ratio, it can be precisely predicted [505]. Modelling uncertainties play an important
role [489] and are likely to limit future progress in the inclusive measurement. Therefore, a less
aggressive scenario is adopted, where all experimental systematic uncertainties are improved by a
factor 1/2 and only the statistical uncertainty scales with 1/

p
Lint.

For top-quark pair production, di↵erential measurements of the cross section [255] and the charge
asymmetry [489] as a function of the invariant mass of the tt̄ system are considered. A promising
avenue for progress is the boosted regime, where the sensitivity to four-fermion operators increases
considerably [506]. Measurements of the cross section and charge asymmetry for tt̄ systems pro-
duced at large invariant mass already play an important role in the constraints on the four-fermion
operators and their weight will increase if measurements on bulk tt̄ are limited by experimental or
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Fig. 5.12: Summary of the available projections for measurements of Higgs Yukawa cou-
plings to quarks and leptons (upper panel), and on select flavour violating decays (lower panel),
adapted from Ref. [344] with further input from Refs. [345] and [346].

Fermion masses. In the SM the diagonalized Yukawa couplings, y f , are proportional to
the fermion masses, m f , with a common factor, y f =

p
2k f m f /v, where kSM

f = 1; moreover,
there are no tree-level flavour changing couplings of the Higgs. This may change in the presence
of new physics, in which case the couplings of the Higgs to the fermions can in general take
the form, Leff = �k fi(m fi/v)h f̄i fi + ik̃ fi(m fi/v)h f̄ig5 fi �

⇥�
k fi f j

+ ik̃ fi f j

�
h f̄ i

L f j
R +h.c.

⇤
i6= j. Cur-

rently, only the third generation Yukawa couplings have been measured, having been found to be
in agreement with the SM predictions, while for the Higgs couplings to the first two generations,
only upper bounds exist. Experimentally, a number of SM predictions for the Higgs couplings
to fermions must be tested as precisely as possible: (i) proportionality, y f µ m f ; (ii) the factor
of proportionality, k fi = 1; (iii) diagonality (no off-diagonal flavour violating couplings at tree
level, k fi f j

= k̃ fi f j
= 0); (iv) reality (no CP violation at tree level, k̃ fi = k̃ fi f j

= 0) [343].
The summary of the expected experimental sensitivies is shown in Fig. 5.12 (upper panel)

using the k f framework as a toy approximation to show sensitivity in each channel (a global
view of experimental constraints using SM-EFT can be found in Ref. [39]). The sensitivity
in the muon channel is now close to what is required to test the SM prediction for the muon
Yukawa. This will be the first meaningful test of the 2nd generation Yukawa couplings. A
precision measurement does require larger datasets that will be provided in the short- and mid-
term by the LHC in Run 3 and by the HL-LHC. In the mid-term, the HL-LHC will bound
the Yukawa couplings to the third generation fermions and to the muon to a few percent level.
In the long-term, the proposed large scale experiments, ILC, FCC-ee, CEPC, and CLIC can
significantly improve this precision, to below percent level. They would also measure the charm
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precision reach on effective couplings from full EFT global fit
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All lepton colliders are combined with
HL-LHC S2 + LEP/SLD

without/with 3TeV hZ&WW
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FIG. 8. The one-sigma precision reach on the e↵ective Higgs couplings from a global fit of the Higgs and
electroweak measurements in the SMEFT framework. The four columns represent the HL-LHC S2 scenario with
electroweak measurements at LEP and SLD, a circular e+e� collider with center-of-mass energy up to 240GeV, a
muon collider at 125GeV with a total integrated luminosity of 20 fb�1, and the combination of the e

+
e
� and the

muon collider, respectively. The measurements are combined with the HL-LHC S2 and LEP/SLD measurements
for all the lepton collider scenarios. For the last two scenarios, the diboson hZ and WW measurements at a 3TeV
muon collider (1 ab�1) are also considered to show their impact on di↵erent operators.a Results with (without)
the 3TeV hZ/WW measurements are shown with solid (light-shaded) columns.

a Note that we do not include the Higgs precision input from a 3 TeV muon collider here. One can research on the
complementarity between 125 GeV muon collider with high energy muon collider in a future study.

we follow Ref. [44] and obtain the results from an optimal observable analysis [48]. We also perform a

similar optimal observable analysis to the measurements of µ+
µ
�
! W

+
W

� as well as the µ
+
µ
�
! hZ

process at the high-energy runs of the muon collider. While the e
+
e
�

! W
+
W

� process was also

measured at LEP 2 [49], the measurement precision was relatively low, and they do not make a significant

impact once the HL-LHC diboson measurements are included. For simplicity, they are not included in

our analysis.

Following Ref. [44] (see also Ref. [31]), we perform a global fit to the Higgs and electroweak mea-

surements with a total number of 28 independent CP-even Wilson coe�cients. Since our focus is on the

Higgs measurements and the corresponding Higgs coupling constraints, we present the result of the fit in

terms of e↵ective Higgs couplings [31, 43, 44], while treating all other couplings/coe�cients as nuisances

parameters. The result is shown in Fig. 8 in terms of the one-sigma precision of these e↵ective couplings,

denoted as �g
XX

H
. The numerical results of our analysis are provided in Table VI. Four scenarios are

considered, which are the HL-LHC S2 combined with the electroweak measurements at LEP and SLD, a

circular e+e� collider with center-of-mass energy up to 240GeV, a 125GeV muon collider with 20 fb�1

integrated luminosity, and the combination of the e
+
e
� and the muon collider. The HL-LHC S2 and

LEP/SLD measurements are also included in the fit for the last three scenarios. For the muon collider,
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Figure 9. Projected constraints in the folded stop mass plane from a one-parameter fit to the Higgs–photon–

photon couplings from future experiments. Directly analogous to Fig. 7. Results from the ILC 250/500/1000

would be similar to CEPC; lower-energy ILC measurements provide even weaker constraints. These constraints

are subdominant to the constraints on left-handed folded stops arising from T -parameter measurements, which

are the same as those for ordinary stops in the left-hand column of Fig. 5.

could only modify the Higgs–photon coupling, the Higgs–photon–Z coupling, and (at a subleading
level) the Higgs–Z–Z coupling. Yet the Higgs–photon coupling measurements, even at future e

+
e
�

colliders, have very limited sensitivities. Even FCC-ee Higgs measurements could only probe folded
stops up to 400 GeV, as illustrated in Fig. 9 (which updates the result in [32] to include CEPC). Notice
that we have also taken into account of a precise determination of �(h ! ��)/�(h ! ZZ) at HL-LHC.
It has been demonstrated that combing this with Higgs measurements at future e

+
e
� colliders could

result in a significant improvement of sensitivity to Higgs–photon–photon coupling [87, 88].
On the other hand, the reach of the electroweak precision we derived in this article (the left

column of Fig. 5) applies to folded stops as well as the usual stops. Except for the blind spot in the
parameter space, future EWPT could probe left-handed folded stops, via their correction to the T

parameter, up to 600 GeV (e.g. at the ILC) or even 1 TeV (e.g. at FCC-ee). CEPC’s preliminary
plans fall close to the ILC reach, but conceivable upgrades could achieve similar reach to FCC-ee.
These EWPT constraints would surpass the Higgsstrahlung constraints on folded SUSY estimated in
ref. [65]. Improved measurements of the W mass, then, may be one of the most promising routes
to obtaining stronger experimental constraints on folded SUSY. Therefore, with the help of future
electroweak precision measurements, we can test the fine tuning of folded SUSY at the few percent
level.
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Figure 1.8: Left: CEPC reach for color-neutral folded stops in Folded SUSY from Higgs couplings
to photons, from [23]. Right: CEPC reach in the mass scale of neutral scalar top partners due to
loop-level corrections to �Zh, adapted from [34].

couplings are absent. However, a precision measurement of the Zh cross section is still
sensitive to the wavefunction renormalization of the physical Higgs scalar induced by
loops of the scalar top partners [34]. In general, n� scalars �i coupling via the Higgs
portal interaction
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2 leads to a correction to the Zh cross section of the form
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where ⌧ = m2
h
/4m2

�
. This leads to the sensitivity shown in Fig. 1.8, for which CEPC is

able to place constraints in the hundreds of GeV on a scenario that is otherwise largely
untestable at colliders.

Other solutions

Symmetries are not the only mechanism for explaining the origin of the weak scale,
though other solutions may not be manifestly natural in the same way. However, even
non-symmetry explanations for the value of the weak scale (excepting anthropic ones)
generically entail some degree of coupling between new degrees of freedom and the Higgs
itself. This typically leads to deviations in Higgs couplings, new exotic decay modes of
the Higgs, or a combination thereof.

A compelling example of non-symmetry solutions is the relaxion [19], in which the
value of the weak scale is set by the evolution of an axion-like particle across its potential
in the early universe. The relaxion necessarily couples to the Higgs boson in order for its
evolution to influence the Higgs mass. This leads to a variety of signatures that may be
tested via precision Higgs measurements [35, 36].

The most promising signature is that of new exotic Higgs decays, most notably into the
relaxion itself. This signature arises in most relaxion models as a generic consequence
of the backreaction of electroweak symmetry breaking onto the relaxion potential. The
mixing angle between the Higgs and relaxion in these scenarios is parametrically of order

Neutral naturalness

New physics is neutral, only couples 
to the Higgs



Dark photon, dark scalar

2

Searching for dark sector particles, including dark matter (DM) itself and other associated
states, is a central goal of many experimental programs around the world. In the mass range
between MeV and TeV, collider search remains a crucial method to look for these hidden particles.
Since the dark sector particles typically only have weak couplings with the Standard Model, colliders
with higher luminosity are natural places to lead this quest. Therefore, the Z-factory with high
statistics, Giga-Z (109) and Tera-Z (1012) options, is well-motivated to search a set of Z rare decay
channels inspired by the dark sector models.

A coupling between Z and dark sector states, dubbed as a “portal”, is quite generic in dark
sector models. We can classify the portals based on the type of operators through which they are
implemented, as following (For recent reviews, see [1–3])

• Marginal operators: Higgs portal [4–11] and vector portal DM models [12–17], in which the
dark sector interacts with Z boson via SM Higgs mixing or gauge boson mixing. We give
an example of Higgs portal DM model in the left-panel of Fig. 1. There is also possible
Wess-Zumino type interaction between Z and dark sector gauge boson if anomalous under
Standard Model particle content [18–27].

• Dim-5 operators: Axion-like particle (ALP) [28–40], with anomalous coupling to Z boson
and photon. The limits on ALP mass and coupling are given in the right-panel of Fig. 1.

• Higher dimensional operators: Magnetic inelastic DM and Rayleigh DM models [41–45], in
which the dark sector interacts with Z via magnetic dipole or Rayleigh operator.
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Figure 1. Left-panel: the sensitivity for Higgs portal dark matter model, constraining dark Higgs mixing
angle sin↵ as a function of dark Higgs mass ms̃. Right-panel: the sensitivity for Axion-like particle (ALP)
model, constraining coupling ⇤aBB to hypercharge field as a function of ALP mass ma.

Our case study in [46] shows that the Z-factory measurement could provide the leading sensitivi-
ties comparing with other dark matter detection experiments, current limits from collider searches,
and estimated sensitivities of high luminosity run of the LHC (HL-LHC). We also explored exotic
Z decay channels which can motivated by the dark sector models. The result shows that future
Z factory again, can have superior sensitivity, which could be a powerful tool for searching new
physics.

J. Liu, X.P. Wang, W. Xue, LTW 

There are certainly many more scenarios to explore here. 
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Figure 1-7. Projected relative Higgs-coupling measurements in % when combined with HL-LHC results.
All values assume no BSM decay modes. In addition, only the following collider stages are shown: 3 ab

�1

and two interaction points (IPs), ATLAS and CMS, for the HL-LHC at 14 TeV, 2 ab
�1 and 1 IP at 250 GeV

for ILC/C3, 20 ab
�1 and 2 IP at 240 GeV for CEPC, 1 ab

�1 and 1 IP at 380 GeV for CLIC, and 5 ab
�1

and 4 IPs at 240 GeV for FCC-ee. Note that the HL-LHC hcc projection uses only the CMS detector and
is an upper bound [30].

extremely precise measurements of the Higgs interactions with W and Z bosons. The future lepton colliders
not only can significantly improve on the knowledge of the coupling to the charm quark, but potentially also
the coupling to the strange quark, with possible future detector advances, and may even set relevant direct
bounds on Higgs couplings to up and down quarks. A dedicated run at the Higgs pole by the FCC-ee has
the possibility to measure the coupling of the Higgs to electrons, which would be an important verification of
the SM. Therefore there are subtle di↵erences in the various e+e� Higgs factories and in some cases further
study is needed to understand how real the di↵erences are.

Measuring the Higgs couplings can be viewed as part of a global program of fitting to BSM physics in
the EFT framework. In this approach, Higgs interactions are connected to processes without Higgs bosons
through the EFT operators, the so-called “Higgs without Higgs” events. The  framework, where the
kinematic structure of the Higgs interactions is assumed to be identical to the SM, can be seen as a
simplified metric for understanding the capabilities of future colliders for Higgs studies alone, and the only
possibility when BSM physics a↵ects Higgs properties at scales not validly described by an EFT approach.
In these cases a combination of  fits and other observables can be more useful. The dedicated EFT
analysis shown in Section 1.4.4.2 combines information from the Higgs sector with information from precision
EW measurements, diboson production, and top-quark measurements, including kinematic information, to
attempt to gain a deeper understanding of the underlying physics.

Beyond couplings to fermions and gauge bosons, the HL-LHC can constrain the Higgs boson width indirectly
from the ZZ ! 4 lepton channel, with a projected measurement of �h = 4.1+.7

�.8 MeV, corresponding to
roughly a 17% accuracy[30]. The indirect measurement of the Higgs-boson width can be sensitive to the
assumption that there is no new BSM physics contributing to the width. However, it is more akin to an
absolute coupling normalization and can be viewed as part of the larger “Higgs without Higgs” framework.
BSM physics that invalidates these measurements is not generic, but further complementary information
from other colliders is desired.

One distinct advantage of the lepton colliders is the possibility to obtain extremely precise and relatively
model-independent measurements of the Higgs boson width. The measurement of the width can confirm
the SM prediction given that it can be very sensitive to the scale of new physics. The fully reconstructed
Z boson in the final state along with the well determined 4-momenta of the initial state leptons in the Zh

Community Planning Exercise: Snowmass 2021



Higgs width from VBF

e−

e+

W

W

h

b

b̄

colliders, the width can be determined from the measurements of Higgs boson production1

cross sections and its decay branching ratios. This is because the inclusive e
+
e
�

! ZH2

cross section �(ZH) can be measured from the recoil mass distribution, independent of3

Higgs decays.4

Measurements of �(ZH) and BR’s have been discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.6 re-5

spectively. Combining these measurements, the Higgs boson width can be calculated in a6

model-independent way:7

�H /
�(H ! ZZ

⇤)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤)
/

�(ZH)

BR(H ! ZZ⇤)
(3.4)

Here �(H ! ZZ
⇤) is the partial width of the H ! ZZ

⇤ decay. Because of the small8

expected BR(H ! ZZ
⇤) value for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (2.3% in the SM), the precision9

of �H is limited by the H ! ZZ
⇤ statistics. It can be improved using the decay final states10

with the expected large BR values, for example the H ! bb decay:11

�H /
�(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
(3.5)

�(H ! bb) can be independently extracted from the cross section of the W fusion process12

e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb:13

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb) / �(H ! WW
⇤) · BR(H ! bb) = �(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW

⇤) (3.6)

Thus the Higgs boson total width14

�H /
�(H ! bb)

BR(H ! bb)
/

�(⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb)

BR(H ! bb) · BR(H ! WW ⇤)
(3.7)

Here BR(H ! bb) and BR(H ! WW
⇤) are measured from the e

+
e
�

! ZH process. The15

limitation of this method is the small e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H ! ⌫⌫bb cross section.16

The precision from the method of Eq. 3.4 is 4.4%, dominated by the statistics of17

e
+
e
�

! ZH events with H ! ZZ
⇤. The precision from the method of Eq. 3.7 is 3.3%18

dominated by the statistics of e
+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H events with H ! bb. This method uses the19

large BR(H ! bb) value to compensate the smaller cross section of the W fusion process20

�(e+
e
�

! ⌫⌫H). A combined result from the above two methods, after taking into account21

the correlations, shows that CEPC is capable of measuring �H with a precision of 2.7%22

with 5 ab�1. The precise knowledge of the Higgs boson total width will lead us to much23

better understandings of Higgs boson properties in a model independent way as discussed24

in Sec. 4.25

3.8 Summary of the Higgs measurements26

Table 12 summarizes the estimated precisions of Higgs property measurements discussed27

in this paper. For the leading Higgs boson decay modes, namely bb, cc, gg, WW , ZZ and28

⌧⌧ , percent level precisions are expected. As it has been discussed in Section 1 this level of29

precision is required to attain sensitivity to many beyond SM physics scenarios.30

– 28 –
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Fig. 8.4: Left panel: exclusion reach on the Composite Higgs model parameters of FCC-hh,
FCC-ee, and of the high-energy stages of CLIC. Right panel: the reach of HE-LHC, ILC,
CEPC and CLIC380. The reach of HL-LHC is the grey shaded region.
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Fig. 8.5: Exclusion reach of different colliders on the inverse Higgs length 1/`H = m⇤ (orange
bars, left axis) and the tuning parameter 1/e (blue bars, right axis), obtained by choosing the
weakest bound valid for any value of the coupling constant g⇤.

Unfortunately, no direct reach projection is currently available for the HE-LHC.
The information in Fig. 8.4 can be projected into a single number, as displayed in Fig. 8.5.

The orange bars show the maximum m⇤ (or, equivalently, the minimum Higgs size `H) a given
collider is sensitive to, independently of the value of g⇤. The blue bars show the tuning param-
eter 1/e (which is equal to the conventional tuning parameter D), obtained as follows. Higgs
compositeness can address the naturalness problem, provided it emerges at a relatively low
scale, but the parameter m⇤ is not the most appropriate measure of the degree of fine-tuning re-
quired to engineer the correct Higgs mass and EWSB scale. A better measure is (see e.g., [450])
1/e > (mT /500GeV)2 > m2

⇤/g2
⇤v2, where v = 246 GeV and mT is the top-partner mass. The

second inequality provides the estimate of the reach on e reported in Fig. 8.5. The equation
also displays the impact of fermionic top-partner searches on e . The discovery reach of these
particles at HL-LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-hh are of 1.5, 2 and 4.7 TeV, respectively. These
correspond to a reach on 1/e of 10, 16 and 88.

8.3 Supersymmetry
Supersymmetry (SUSY) remains the only known dynamical solution to the Higgs naturalness
problem that can be extrapolated up to very high energies, in a consistent and calculable way.
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Fig. 8.18: Exclusion limits for ALPs coupled to photons. All curves correspond to 90% CL
exclusion limits, except for LHeC/FCC-eh (95% CL exclusion limits), FCC-ee (observation of
four signal events) and FCC-hh (observation of 100 signal events). See text for details.

compatible with leptogenesis [523] almost down to the see-saw limit. The sensitivity to Heavy
Neutral Leptons coupled predominantly to the second and third generation is shown in Figs. 9.6
and 5.13, respectively.

8.7 Summary and conclusions
In recent years, the scene of BSM research has been evolving rapidly, thanks to a wealth of new
experimental data in particle and astroparticle physics. On the theoretical front, less emphasis
has been given to unified frameworks able to deal simultaneously with many key questions in
particle physics, and more attention has been given to models that address individual shortcom-
ings of the SM or simply single unexplained facts. This has created a more fragmented land-
scape of research activity, where there is no single dominating trend, but multiple approaches
pursuing different directions. The need to look for new theoretical paradigms is making today’s
research in particle physics very exciting, rich with opportunities for alternative and revolu-
tionary ideas. In this situation, more than ever, an intense and diversified programme of new
experimental projects is needed to unravel the many mysteries left unresolved by the SM and to
provide clues for progress in theoretical speculations.

The current report reflects broadly the present state of the field. Instead of giving a com-
prehensive account of all BSM model variations and their phenomenological signatures, the
analysis has focused on a representative set of cases that allow for an informative comparison
of the reach of future experimental projects. At the beginning of the ESPP physics activities,
four fundamental questions that would serve as a leitmotif for the BSM studies were identified
and presented to the physics community at the Open Symposium in Granada. This chapter is
concluded with a presentation, in the form of a summary, of those questions and the answers
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Figure 1.24: The sensitivity on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross-section of current and
future direct detection experiments, in comparison with the reaches of the Higgs invisible decay mea-
surements at the LHC and CEPC in the Higgs portal models. The direct detection limits are shown
in solid lines, which include the most recent limits from LUX (2017) [134], PandaX-II (2017) [156],
XENON1T [? ] and future projections for PandaX4T [? ], XENONnT [179], LZ [? ] and a 200 t ⇥ yr

xenon experiment [? ]. For the Higgs portal models, the dark matter is assumed to be either a scalar or
a Majorana fermion with a scalar coupling. The red dotted curves show the limits from CEPC which
corresponds to a invisible Higgs branching ratio of BR(h ! inv) < 0.31% at the 95% CL. The gray
dotted curves correspond to BR(h ! inv) < 24%, the current limit at the LHC [? ], and the black
dotted curves correspond to BR(h ! inv) < 3.5%, the projected reach at HL-LHC from Ref. [?
]. The cyan dashed curve corresponds to the discovery limit set by the coherent-neutrino-scattering
background, adapted from Ref. [? ].

reach in the future. Finally, the cyan dashed curve corresponds to the projected discov-
ery limit from Ref. [? ]. The region below this curve is inaccessible by direct detection
experiments due to the coherent-neutrino-scattering background.

We see in Fig. 1.24 that the sensitivity of the Higgs invisible decay measurements for the
scalar DM and the Majorana fermion DM have different dependences on the mass. This
is due to the following two reasons: first, the Higgs portal interaction of the scalar DM
is a dimension-four operator, while the fermion one is of dimension five, which results in
different mass dependences of the WIMP-nucleon cross-section; second, the Higgs decay
rates are also different for the two cases, with �(h ! SS) / (1 � 4m2

S
/m2

h
)
1/2 and

�(h ! �̄�) / (1�4m2
�
/m2

h
)
3/2 , a result of the s (p)-wave nature of the scalar (fermion).

Nevertheless, for both scenarios, it is clear that the Higgs invisible decay measurements
provides the strongest limit in the mass region below ⇠ 10 GeV. Not only that the direct
detections become less efficient in this region due to the mass threshold, the “neutrino
floor” is also higher in this region, which sets the limit for the reach of direct detections
regardless of the size and length of the experiment. For dark matter masses in the region
10 GeV . mDM < mh/2, the sensitivities of the Higgs invisible decay measurements
are somewhat comparable with the ones from direct detection experiments. In particular,

! = H†HXdmXdm h → XdmXdm
J. Gu
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Long lived particle (LLP)
Standard 

Model
Dark  

Sector

h

Decay back to SM 
Can be long lived.  
cτ can be 1 km or more

2

LT1

LT2

X

a b

SM
`X

`a

`SM

Timing layer

FIG. 1. An event topology with an LLP X decaying into two
light SM particles a and b. A timing layer, at a transverse
distance LT2 away from the beam axis (horizontal gray dotted
line), is placed at the end of the detector volume (shaded
region). The trajectory of a reference SM background particle
is also shown (blue dashed line). The gray polygon indicates
the primary vertex.

timing layer with a time delay

�t
i
delay =

`X

�X
+

`i

�i
�

`SM

�SM
, (1)

for ith decay products from X and �i ' �SM ' 1. It
is necessary to have prompt particles from production
or decay, or ISR, which arrives at timing layer with the
speed of light, to derive the time of the hard collision at
the primary vertex (to “timestamp” the hard collision).

In Fig. 2, we show typical time delay �t distribution
for CMS MTD for benchmark signals and the back-
grounds. The two benchmark signals considered here
are the glueballs from Higgs boson decays, and the
neutralino and chargino pair production in the Gauge
Mediated SUSY Breaking (GMSB) scenario [2, 3]. Both
the glueballs and lightest neutralino proper lifetimes
are set to have c⌧ = 10 m. The 10 GeV glueballs
have larger average boost comparing to the 50 GeV
glueballs, and hence have a sizable fraction of the signals
with delays less than 1 ns. The GMSB signal is not
boosted and hence significantly delayed compared to the
backgrounds, with more than 70% of the signal having
�t > 1 ns.

Search strategy.— We consider events with at least one
ISR jet to timestamp the PV and one delayed SM object
coming from the LLP decay. We propose two searches
using the time delay information:

LT2 LT1 Trigger ✏trig ✏sig ✏
j
fake Ref.

MTD 1.17 m 0.2 m DelayJet 0.5 0.5 10�3 [12]

MS 10.6 m 4.2 m MS RoI 0.25, 0.5 0.25 5 ⇥ 10�9 [16]

The size of the detector volume is described by transverse
distance to the beam pipe from LT1 to LT2 , where LT2 is

FIG. 2. The di↵erential �t distribution for typical signals
and backgrounds at 13 TeV LHC. The plot is normalized to
the fraction of events per bin with varying bin sizes, in linear
(�t < 1 ns) and logarithmic scale (> 1 ns) respectively. Two
representative signal models are shown with di↵erent masses.
The LLP proper lifetime is set to 10 m, and the distribution
only counts events decayed within [LT1 , LT2 ] of [0.2, 1.17] m
in the transverse direction, following the geometry of CMS
MTD in the barrel region. For the background distribution
shown in gray curves, we assume bunch spacing of 25 ns. The
solid and dashed gray curves represent backgrounds from the
same hard collision vertex and hence with a precision timing
uncertainty of �PT

t = 30 ps and from the pile-up with a spread
of �t = 190 ps, respectively.

the timing layer location and LT1 is the minimal displace-
ment requirement for a analysis. For both searches, we
assume a similar timing resolution of 30 ps. For the MS
search, because of the larger time delay and much less
background due to “shielding” by inner detectors, a time
resolution of 0.2 - 2 ns could achieve a similar physics
reach. The ✏trig, ✏sig and ✏

j
fake are the e�ciencies for trig-

ger, signal selection and a QCD jet faking the delayed
jet signal with pT > 30 GeV in MTD and MS searches,
respectively.

For the MTD search, we assume a new trigger strat-
egy dubbed “DelayJet” using precision timing informa-
tion at CMS. This can be realized by putting a minimal
time delay cut when comparing the prompt timestamping
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) with the arrival time of another
jet (with pT > 30 GeV) at the timing layer. In sup-
plemental material section (d), we describe some of the
recent e↵ort by the experimental collaboration to imple-
ment this in the triggering upgrade.

The MTD signal, after requiring LT1 of 0.2 m, will not
have good tracks associated with it. Hence, the major
SM background is from trackless jets. The jet fake rate
of ✏

j,MTD
fake = 10�3 is estimated using Pythia [20] by simu-

lating the jets with minimal pT of 30 GeV and study the
anti-kt jets with R = 0.4, where all charged constituent
hadrons are too soft (pT < 1 GeV). For comparison with
other studies, see supplemental material section (c).

h
X

X
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• CLIC probes significantly larger messes due to 
higher centre-of-mass energy 

e+e− → γa
e+e− → Za

Axion/ALPs portal
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CγZ = − s2
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Nevt = 4; R < 1.5m

• In broken phase
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Figure 8. The constraints from various existing experiments and future projections from Z factories

(CEPC and FCC-ee) from exotic Z decay searches Z ! a� ! (��)�, Z ! a� ! (µ+µ�)� and

Z ! aµ+µ�
! (µ+µ�)µ+µ�. The parameter space of (g� 2)µ solution is plotted in the red band.

We set CWW = 0, and ⇤ = 1 TeV in g � 2 calculation.

covered by Z-factory searching for Z ! (µ+
µ
�)� and Z ! (µ+

µ
�)µ+

µ
�, which benefit from

the vanishing BR(a ! ��). Together with Z ! (��)�, the Z-factory can cover the rest

of the parameter space relevant for an explanation of the (g � 2)µ anomaly up to ma . 85

GeV, providing a decisive check for the ALP solution to (g � 2)µ and is complementary to

other existing experiments.

Fig. 9 presents the existing constraints and future reaches in the Cµµ(C��)/fa�ma plane,

where we place the existing ones in the top panel and future ones in the bottom panel. To

focus further on the relevant part of the parameter region, we will impose the condition that

the parameter which is not plotted is chosen so that an explanation of the (g� 2)µ anomaly

is possible. In the left panel, we choose Cµµ and ma as free parameters, while C�� is chosen

to be the minimal value which can give an explanation to the (g � 2)µ anomaly at 2� level.

In the right panel, we choose the minimal Cµµ in a similar way. The only exception is the
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J. Liu, X. Ma, LTW, X.-P. Wang, 2010.09335

in Ref. [15]. We adapt the results to our model with both C�� and Cµµ couplings.

However, with the choice CWW = 0, it only shows up in the left panel in Fig. 9, where

our choice of minimal C�� leads to larger BR(a ! µ
+
µ
�). In the right panel of Fig. 9,

this limit is not relevant and the constraints are dominated by the photon final state

searches.

2. Constraints from searches for final states of a+ f̄f

a a
�+

�+

��
��

�+
Z*/�* Z*/�*

Z*/�* f

f̄

e+/q̄ e+/q̄

e�/qe�/q

(1)

��

(2)

Figure 6. Feynman diagrams corresponding to a+ ff̄ final states experiments searches. Diagram

(1) are related to collider searches e+e�/pp ! (µ+µ�)ff̄ at BaBar [59, 60],CMS [58, 67], and

diagram (2) are also related to collider searches e+e�/pp ! (µ+µ�)µ+µ� at CMS [58],BaBar [60].

The relevant processes with this class of final states are shown in Fig. 6. Depending

on whether the fermion is muon lepton or not, this final state can be classified into two

categories.

• A muon pair together with a pair of other fermions (µ+
µ
�) + f̄f . If the associated

fermions are not muons, the ALP should be generated through axion-gauge couplings

alone as shown in the left panel of Fig. 6. In this case, to recast the experiment limits

to our model, we need to rescale the constraint on axion-gauge couplings by taking

into account the a ! µ
+
µ
� branching ratio.

Several experimental searches belong to this category. The CMS collaboration has

analyzed multilepton final states in search for new scalar or pseudoscalar particles,
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A. Constraints from current results of light particle searches

We focus on two final states, one is a + � and the other is a + f̄f . In addition, axion

decay channels, a ! �� and a ! µ
+
µ
�, are considered. In the following, we will go through

the relevant experiments and set the limits on the ALP couplings to muon and photon.

1. Constraints from searches for final states of a+ �

ALP together with a photon can show up as final states from either exotic Z decay

Z ! a� or the s-channel o↵-shell photons and Z bosons production e
+
e
�
! �

⇤
/Z

⇤
! a�,

though couplings C�� and C�Z (for CWW = 0, C�Z is fixed by C��) as shown in Fig. 5. Since

both Cµµ and C�� are non-zero in order to account for the (g � 2)µ anomaly, the ALP will

decay to µ
+
µ
� and ��. Therefore, the experimental searches for (��) + � and (µ+

µ
�) + �

final states, where the bracket indicates the two particles inside form a resonance, should be

sensitive to this class of models.

Z

�

�

�

�
�

�
a a a

e+

e�
Z*/�*

(1) (2) (3)

��
�

�+
a

Z

Figure 5. Feynman diagrams corresponding to a+ � final states in various experimental searches.

The diagram (1) is related to LEP/L3/ATLAS [64–66] with on-shell Z ! (��)�, while diagrams

(2) and (3) are related to OPAL searches for e+e� ! (��)� via o↵-shell �/Z [62] and on-shell

Z ! (µ+µ�)� [63] respectively.

• Two photon final state ��. There have been a large number of relevant searches at LEP

and LHC which focus on multi-photon final state. For very low mass ALPs, the two

photons decayed from boosted ALPs are too collimated to be resolved by the detector.

Therefore, the two photons will be recognized as one single photon. As a result, in the
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New detectors
LHC has proposals for dedicated detectors of LLP searches. 


CODEX, FASER, MATHUSLA. 


Similar for lepton colliders? 2011.01005

An example proposal: HADES

With extra instrumentation of 
detector cavern walls



Beam dump?
Kanemura, Moroi, Tanabe, 1507.02809

Talk by M. Perelstein at LCWS 2021



Better at higher energies 15

Impact of a 350/360 GeV run
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Ratios to CEPC up to 240GeV

! Measurements at 365 GeV provides additional handles on anomalous
couplings (e.g. hZµZµ vs. hZµνZµν ).

! Also improves the measurements of aTGCs.

Jiayin Gu JGU Mainz

Towards v2.0 of the CEPC EFT fit

PRELIMINARY

Gain up to a factor of a few 

Even better if one can run at even higher energies.

Jiayin Gu


